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    Abstract

        
            Semantic Web applications require robust and accurate annotation tools that are capable of automating the assignment of ontological classes to words in naturally occurring text (ontological annotation). Most current ontologies do not include rich lexical databases and are therefore not easily integrated with word sense disambiguation algorithms that are needed to automate ontological annotation. WordNet provides a potentially ideal solution to this problem as it offers a highly structured lexical conceptual representation that has been extensively used to develop word sense disambiguation algorithms. However, WordNet has not been designed as an ontology, and while it can be easily turned into one, the result of doing this would present users with serious practical limitations due to the great number of concepts (synonym sets) it contains. Moreover, mapping WordNet to an existing ontology may be difficult and requires substantial labor. We propose to overcome these limitations by developing an analytical platform that (1) provides a WordNet-based ontology offering a manageable and yet comprehensive set of concept classes, (2) leverages the lexical richness of WordNet to give an extensive characterization of concept class in terms of lexical instances, and (3) integrates a class recognition algorithm that automates the assignment of concept classes tomore » words in naturally occurring text. The ensuing framework makes available an ontological annotation platform that can be effectively integrated with intelligence analysis systems to facilitate evidence marshaling and sustain the creation and validation of inference models.« less
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                    Automating Ontological Annotation with WordNet

                    
                        Conference
                            Sanfilippo, Antonio; Tratz, Stephen; Gregory, Michelle; ... 
                            

                    Semantic Web applications require robust and accurate annotation tools that are capable of automating the assignment of ontological classes to words in naturally occurring text (ontological annotation). Most current ontologies do not include rich lexical databases and are therefore not easily integrated with word sense disambiguation algorithms that are needed to automate ontological annotation. WordNet provides a potentially ideal solution to this problem as it offers a highly structured lexical conceptual representation that has been extensively used to develop word sense disambiguation algorithms. However, WordNet has not been designed as an ontology, and while it can be easily turned intomore » one, the result of doing this would present users with serious practical limitations due to the great number of concepts (synonym sets) it contains. Moreover, mapping WordNet to an existing ontology may be difficult and requires substantial labor. We propose to overcome these limitations by developing an analytical platform that (1) provides a WordNet-based ontology offering a manageable and yet comprehensive set of concept classes, (2) leverages the lexical richness of WordNet to give an extensive characterization of concept class in terms of lexical instances, and (3) integrates a class recognition algorithm that automates the assignment of concept classes to words in naturally occurring text. The ensuing framework makes available an ontological annotation platform that can be effectively integrated with intelligence analysis systems to facilitate evidence marshaling and sustain the creation and validation of inference models.« less
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                    Methods of defining ontologies, word disambiguation methods, computer systems, and articles of manufacture

                    
                        Patent
                            Sanfilippo, Antonio; Tratz, Stephen; Gregory, Michelle; ... 
                            

                    Methods of defining ontologies, word disambiguation methods, computer systems, and articles of manufacture are described according to some aspects. In one aspect, a word disambiguation method includes accessing textual content to be disambiguated, wherein the textual content comprises a plurality of words individually comprising a plurality of word senses, for an individual word of the textual content, identifying one of the word senses of the word as indicative of the meaning of the word in the textual content, for the individual word, selecting one of a plurality of event classes of a lexical database ontology using the identified word sensemore » of the individual word, and for the individual word, associating the selected one of the event classes with the textual content to provide disambiguation of a meaning of the individual word in the textual content.« less
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                    Towards a semantic lexicon for biological language processing

                    
                        Conference
                            Verspoor, K
                            

                    It is well understood that natural language processing (NLP) applications require sophisticated lexical resources to support their processing goals. In the biomedical domain, we are privileged to have access to extensive terminological resources in the form of controlled vocabularies and ontologies, which have been integrated into the framework of the National Library of Medicine's Unified Medical Language System's (UMLS) Metathesaurus. However, the existence of such terminological resources does not guarantee their utility for NLP. In particular, we have two core requirements for lexical resources for NLP in addition to the basic enumeration of important domain terms: representation of morphosyntactic informationmore » about those terms, specifically part of speech information and inflectional patterns to support parsing and lemma assignment, and representation of semantic information indicating general categorical information about terms, and significant relations between terms to support text understanding and inference (Hahn et at, 1999). Biomedical vocabularies by and large commonly leave out morphosyntactic information, and where they address semantic considerations, they often do so in an unprincipled manner, for instance by indicating a relation between two concepts without indicating the type of that relation. But all is not lost. The UMLS knowledge sources include two additional resources which are relevant - the SPECIALIST lexicon, a lexicon addressing our morphosyntactic requirements, and the Semantic Network, a representation of core conceptual categories in the biomedical domain. The coverage of these two knowledge sources with respect to the full coverage of the Metathesaurus is, however, not entirely clear. Furthermore, when our goals are specifically to process biological text - and often more specifically, text in the molecular biology domain - it is difficult to say whether the coverage of these resources is meaningful. The utility of the UMLS knowledge sources for medical language processing (MLP) has been explored (Johnson, 1999; Friedman et al 2001); the time has now come to repeat these experiments with respect to biological language processing (BLP). To that end, this paper presents an analysis of ihe UMLS resources, specifically with an eye towards constructing lexical resources suitable for BLP. We follow the paradigm presented in Johnson (1999) for medical language, exploring overlap between the UMLS Metathesaurus and SPECIALIST lexicon to construct a morphosyntactic and semantically-specified lexicon, and then further explore the overlap with a relevant domain corpus for molecular biology.« less
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                    Protein annotation as term categorization in the gene ontology using word proximity networks

                    
                        Journal Article
                            Verspoor, Karin; Cohn, Judith; Joslyn, Cliff; ...  - BMC Bioinformatics
                            

                    Background: We participated in the BioCreAtIvE Task 2, which addressed the annotation of proteins into the Gene Ontology (GO) based on the text of a given document and the selection of evidence text from the document justifying that annotation. We approached the task utilizing several combinations of two distinct methods: an unsupervised algorithm for expanding words associated with GO nodes, and an annotation methodology which treats annotation as categorization of terms from a protein's document neighborhood into the GO. Results: The evaluation results indicate that the method for expanding words associated with GO nodes is quite powerful; we were ablemore » to successfully select appropriate evidence text for a given annotation in 38% of Task 2.1 queries by building on this method. The term categorization methodology achieved a precision of 16% for annotation within the correct extended family in Task 2.2, though we show through subsequent analysis that this can be improved with a different parameter setting. Our architecture proved not to be very successful on the evidence text component of the task, in the configuration used to generate the submitted results. Conclusion: The initial results show promise for both of the methods we explored, and we are planning to integrate the methods more closely to achieve better results overall.« less
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                    MeSH key terms for validation and annotation of gene expression clusters

                    
                        Conference
                            Rechtsteiner, A; Rocha, L
                            

                    Integration of different sources of information is a great challenge for the analysis of gene expression data, and for the field of Functional Genomics in general. As the availability of numerical data from high-throughput methods increases, so does the need for technologies that assist in the validation and evaluation of the biological significance of results extracted from these data. In mRNA assaying with microarrays, for example, numerical analysis often attempts to identify clusters of co-expressed genes. The important task to find the biological significance of the results and validate them has so far mostly fallen to the biological expert whomore » had to perform this task manually. One of the most promising avenues to develop automated and integrative technology for such tasks lies in the application of modern Information Retrieval (IR) and Knowledge Management (KM) algorithms to databases with biomedical publications and data. Examples of databases available for the field are bibliographic databases c ntaining scientific publications (e.g. MEDLINE/PUBMED), databases containing sequence data (e.g. GenBank) and databases of semantic annotations (e.g. the Gene Ontology Consortium and Medical Subject Headings (MeSH)). We present here an approach that uses the MeSH terms and their concept hierarchies to validate and obtain functional information for gene expression clusters. The controlled and hierarchical MeSH vocabulary is used by the National Library of Medicine (NLM) to index all the articles cited in MEDLINE. Such indexing with a controlled vocabulary eliminates some of the ambiguity due to polysemy (terms that have multiple meanings) and synonymy (multiple terms have similar meaning) that would be encountered if terms would be extracted directly from the articles due to differing article contexts or author preferences and background. Further, the hierarchical organization of the MeSH terms can illustrate the conceptuallfunctional relationships of genes associated with MeSH terms. MeSH terms can be associated with genes through co-occurrence of these in MEDLINE citations, i.e. the genes occur in titles or abstracts and the MeSH terms are assigned by experts. To identify MeSH terms associated with a group of genes we used the tool MESHGENE developed at the Information Dynamics Lab at HP Labs (http://www-idl.hpl.hp.com/meshgene/). When presented with a list of human genes, MESHGENE uses some sophisticated techniques to search for these gene symbols in the titles and abstracts of all MEDLINE citations. MeSH terms and the number of co-occurrences can be retrieved. Gene symbols that are aliases of each other are pooled from several databases. This addresses the problem of synonymy, the fact that several symbols can refer to the same gene. MESHGENE employs some sophisticated algorithms that disregards symbols that are likely to be acronyms for other concepts than a gene. This addresses the problem of polysemy, i.e. possible multiple meanings of a gene symbol. We applied our approach to gene expression data from herpes virus infected human fibroblast cells. The data contains 12 time-points, between 1/2 hrs and 48 hrs after infection. Singular Value Decomposition was used to identify the dominant modes of expression. 75% of the variance in the expression data was captured by the first two modes, the first exhibiting a monotonly increasing expression pattern and the second a more transient pattern. Projection of the gene expression vectors onto this first two modes identified 3 statistically significant clusters of co-expressed genes. 500 genes from cluster 1 and 300 genes from clusters 2 and 3 each were uploaded to MESHGENE and the MeSH terms and co-occurrence values were retrieved. MeSH terms were also obtained for 5 groups of randomly selected genes with similar numbers of genes. The log was taken of the co-occurrence values and for each MeSH term these log co-occurrence values were summed for each group over the genes in that group. A matrix with 8 columns for the 8 groups of genes and with 14,000 rows with the MeSH terms was obtained. To analyze this association matrix we used a Latent Semantic Analysis (LSA) approach. We applied SVD to this gene-group vs. MeSH term association matrix. The first 2 modes that capture most of the variation (and therefore most times also information) in the association matrix were highly associated with MeSH terms that occurred uniquely or disproportionally in the 3 gene clusters. MeSH terms highly associated with the 5 groups of randomly selected genes were associated with the lower modes. These modes seem to just capture 'noise' in the association matrix. This result by itself is of great interest for gene expression analysis. We were able to show that the 3 clusters of genes not only separated in 'expression space' but also in the MeSH term space with which they are associated through the literature.« less
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